Rise-Up mist-netting (RUM): a mobile protocol for trapping wary territorial birds
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Abstract. Many bird species avoid traditional traps such as mist nets, thus alternative trapping methods are often needed. The Rufous Hornero (Furnariidae: *Furnarius rufus*) is one such species that was captured so far using conventional mist netting in rural areas or using nest-targeted traps, which risk nest damage and abandonment. Here we describe the novel rise-up mist-netting (RUM) protocol and its catchability for the wary and territorial Rufous Hornero in an urban area. The RUM trap allowed us quickly capturing 40 Rufous Hornero individuals even in paved parking lots and streets during the bird’s breeding period. The RUM is an active and targeted protocol that demands a single and quickly trainable field assistant. Therefore, it should also enable the capture of many understudied territorial but wary species. Moreover, it has enough mobility to fit studies in urban areas, and whenever researchers may deal with limited space and, at the same time, should reduce negative visual impacts to the general public of birds’ capturing and banding procedures.
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INTRODUCTION

When studying bird ecology and their community interaction dynamics and behavioral adaptations to the urban environments, researchers often demand techniques to capture and mark individuals. Ornithologists developed many non-lethal capture methods, such as the classic mist net (Keyes & Grue, 1982), but more sophisticated methods also exist, such as explosive-propelled (Dill & Thornsberry, 1950) and compressed-air cannon nets (Bamford et al., 2009; Caudill et al., 2014), submerged mist nets (Breault & Cheng, 1990), clapters (Koopman & Hulscher, 1979), flip nets (Adams et al., 2019), leg lasso (Herring et al., 2008; Adams et al., 2019), crossbow-net (Martins et al., 2014), pressure-operated drop net (Bush, 2008), above-water suspended mist net (Ware et al., 2013), and nest traps (Marvelde et al., 2011; Sousa & Stewart, 2011; Braga et al., 2014). Many of these methods were improved through time to overcome the limited catchability of specific taxa such as those secretive or wary (Cerboncini et al., 2015), hummingbirds (Ruschi, 2009), large-bodied endangered species (Bush, 2008), and even to suit to challenging scenarios such as dense forest understory or wet areas (e.g., Pollock & Paxton, 2006; Herring et al., 2008; Alza et al., 2017; Adams et al., 2019).

Mist nets remain one of the main bird capture methods among this variety of techniques (Heath & Frederick, 2003; Dunn & Ralph, 2004). Its popularity seems linked to the ease transportation, setting, and use (Keyes & Grue, 1982; Heath & Frederick, 2003), besides its feasibility in capturing a broad range of bird guilds (Dunn & Ralph, 2004), irrespective of their territorial aggressiveness (Sogge et al., 2001, Cerboncini et al., 2015), and in distinct habitats (Lövei et al., 2001; Pollock & Paxton, 2006; Adams et al., 2019). Despite the mist net versatility, its capture success varies among species as expected to any method (Wang & Finch, 2002), thus demanding pilot studies for species-specific mesh size adjustments (Pardieck & Waide, 1992; Piratelli, 2003), careful considerations on where to set the trap given birds flight path (Pagen et al., 2002; Heath & Frederick, 2003; Smith et al., 2015; Alza et al., 2017), and planning according to the species phenology (Pagen et al., 2002), daytime and light incidence to reduce the trap visibility by birds (Keyes & Grue, 1982). To lessen trapping difficulties and ensure capturability...
to a given methods, one may need protocol adjustments and improvements, such as the use of playbacks and/or decoys (Sogge et al., 2001; Heath & Frederick, 2003; Efe & Filippini, 2006; Covert-Bratland et al., 2007; Gill et al., 2007; Stutchbury et al., 2007; Massoni et al., 2012; Ware et al., 2013; Adreani et al., 2018).

The Rufous Hornero (Furnariidae: Furnarius rufus) is a Neotropical ovenbird species that inhabits open-vegetation habitats, including urban open-areas, able of becoming used to nearby humans (Fraga, 1980; Marreis & Sander, 2006; Prestes et al., 2018). A previous study successfully captured this species using conventional targeted mist-netting in rural areas, often coupled with stuffed decoys and/or playbacks (Adreani et al., 2018). Nevertheless, the capture of this species in urban environments often faced adversities related to the detection and avoidance of mist nets (Bobato, 2012; Braga, 2012; Braga et al., 2014). To overcome such issue, researchers opt for trapping adults while nesting and nestlings (Bobato, 2012; Diniz et al., 2019) or to use baited cages (e.g., Braga, 2012; Shibuya, 2015). Here we describe a new protocol that combines playbacks to a single small (6 m) mist net handled in an innovative way for capturing Rufous Horneros during its breeding period.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Study site and Rufous Hornero capture challenges

We run this study in anthropized areas at the Universidade Federal de Juiz de Fora campus and its surroundings (21°46′37.0″S, 43°22′08.3″W). We initially set up to three conventional mist nets (36 mm mesh, 9-12 m long, 3 m height, 5 shelves) to capture the only two Rufous Hornero that held territories that included unpaved areas. All such capture attempts failed, even when using playbacks as decoys. We were unable to set mist nets to try capturing any other birds at our study site since all of the remaining territories (n = 17) were alongside streets, within private properties, and at paved parking lots with continuous pedestrian and car traffic.

Rise-up mist-netting (RUM) procedures

To overcome the above-stated hindrances, we developed the “rise-up mist-netting” protocol (RUM; “Rede de neblina de elevação” in Portuguese; “red de niebla de elevación” in Spanish). The protocol uses a single short mist net (6 m long, 2.5 m height, 4 shelves, 19 × 19 mm mesh) anchored on two 2 m long 1” PVC pipes handled by the researcher and a field assistant. Upon usage, the mist net was set to the poles as it would be in the conventional protocol. Instead of having the poles anchored to the ground, the trap was transported by a single person, with the net held and the poles held together closed until the researcher spotted a target individual. When that happened, a wireless speaker was set ~ 1 m behind the mist net. The net was stretched open horizontally on the

heist level (~ 1 m above ground) and between the speaker and the targeted bird. Then, a capture attempt started by setting off a territorial playback. When the targeted individual flew towards the speaker, both operators coordinated a quick rise of the pole extremity closer to the bird, which often culminated in its capture (Fig. 1).

Capture effectiveness through RUM depended on a synchronized pole rising movement by the operators plus doing so only when the bird was too close to perform any evasive flight. This distance might vary according to the targeted species flight ability and defined through trial and error as ~ 3 m for the Rufous Hornero. Finally, when the bird collided to the net, the operators held both poles upright to ensure the bird restraint inside the net pocket and until one or both researchers reached and untangled it after gently retracting the net. To measure its efficiency, we run 28 days of capturing efforts using the RUM protocol during the Rufous Hornero pre-breeding (n = 8 days in July 2019), breeding (n = 19 days in August-November 2019), and non-breeding (n = 1 day in March) periods, during either mornings (n = 6; from 8 to 11 AM) and afternoons (n = 21; 1 to 6 PM).

Data analysis

As the RUM efficiency measure, we assumed the daily capture rate, controlled by effort in each period (e.g., captured bird per hour in a morning of a given day). We chose to do so as this is the only metric comparable to an existing dataset on this species (Adreani et al., 2018). A Wilcoxon test in R version 4.0.0 (R Core Team, 2020) checked for differences in capture rates between mornings and afternoons. To avoid likely biases, we excluded the two captures made during the non-breeding period from the analysis. To check for any sex-related capture bias, we defined birds’ sex by jointly considering their color band code and role in the couple’s duet (Roper, 2005).

RESULTS

All attempts to capture Rufous Hornero pairs failed when using the conventional targeted mist netting (10 mist net hr in 2 days). Birds always responded aggressive-
ly to playbacks but flew low and straight to the speaker only until they noticed the mist net on their way, evading it by performing a quick U-turn flight. Sometimes, birds alternatively swerved over the net or even through its side. When running the RUM protocol, we successfully captured 38 Rufous Horneros, capturing an average of 1.4 (SD = 0.8) individual per day. We found no capturing rate differences between mornings and afternoons (W = 74.5; p = 0.5).

The RUM protocol was the only trapping method that resulted in successful captures of Rufous Horneros at our study site. By using this protocol, we successfully captured juveniles (n = 2 females, 2 males, and 2 of unknown sex) and adults (n = 16 males, 13 females, and 3 of unknown sex). Among all individuals established in our study area, some successfully avoided the trap (n = 3 females, 2 males, and 1 of unknown sex). On the other hand, the mobility given by the RUM protocol allowed us to capture at least one individual of each pair within 30 min after we spotted the individual. We only failed to capture any bird in two attempts, in a total of only ~ 6 h of efforts during the breeding period (19 September and 11 October). The additional day of capture efforts during the non-breeding period (10 March 2020) resulted in two birds trapped in 2.5 h. We noticed that releasing the first captured individual before capturing its mate often ended up in the latter avoiding the trap repeatedly (n = 10). Therefore, we found that whenever we held the first captured individual in a cloth bag, and only for up to 30 min due to ethical reasons, the other individual remained aggressive towards the playback, which ensured its capture as well (n = 9).

Throughout this study, multiple field assistants (n = 7) aided the lead author operating the RUM trap, which proves that the protocol is of ease training even for those assistants unfamiliar to mist nets (n = 5). Moreover, the RUM protocol was more time-efficient than the conventional mist-netting protocol: we set the entire apparatus to capture a spotted individual through RUM ~ 75% faster than through the usual protocol (~ 2 vs. ~ 8 min). Despite the quick training, capturing attempts failed whenever the two operators rose the pole asynchronously or made it too soon, i.e., when the bird was beyond the point-of-no-return. On top of that, escapes (n = 3) only occurred when operators failed to hold the net poles upright, i.e., tilted them back. Therefore, we realize it is paramount to collapse the mesh pocket trammel loops immediately after the bird collision. Whenever a Rufous Hornero individual managed to avoid the trap or escape from it, a new capture attempt required resetting the entire trap on a new site within the territory, which sometimes demanded taking a > 30 min break so birds would return to their previous foraging or perching site or even cease their vigilance. When none of these approaches succeeded, we took a 24 hr break before a new attempt.

**DISCUSSION**

In this study, we show the successful results of capturing Rufous Hornero individuals using the new rise-up mist-netting (RUM) protocol. We developed the RUM protocol for improving the catchability of this and other birds that actively avoid passive mist nets but that are used to humans, especially in urban areas. In our field tests, we successfully captured 40 Rufous Hornero individuals using the RUM protocol during the pre-breeding, breeding, and non-breeding periods, in < 10 h of efforts.

Our initial attempts in capturing the Rufous Hornero confirmed that this species is hardly trapped (Bobato, 2012; Braga, 2012; Sabino, 2015). Previous successes in capturing the Rufous Hornero using conventional passive mist nets, either aided by playbacks (Massoni et al., 2012) or associated with a stuffed decoy (Adreani et al., 2018), ended up with a capture rate of ~ 1.7 ± 0.8 individuals.day⁻¹ (Adreani et al., 2018). Other researchers had to develop or use alternative trapping methods, including a modified fish basket to capture adults leaving the nest during the egg incubation period (Braga et al., 2014) and a dog-food- or bread-baited bird cage trap to catch individuals while foraging on the ground (Bobato, 2012; Braga, 2012).

Yet useful, all such alternatives have drawbacks. First, waiting for a wary adult entering a baited cage trap may be tedious and time-consuming (Braga et al., 2014). Second, in urban areas, Rufous Hornero often builds their nests near or on electric power poles (Efe & Filippini, 2006). This scenario describes almost half (n = 10) of the territories found at our study site, thus highlighting that the nest-oriented captures are often impractical and potentially life-risking. Third, nest-oriented traps always have the risk, though low, of permanently damaging the nest or even causing nest abandonment (Marvelde et al., 2011). Fourth, adults use their nests only while breeding. Therefore, there was currently no trap available for actively capturing adult and young individuals of this wary territorial bird during the breeding and non-breeding periods.

The RUM protocol contrasts with all existing protocols since it allowed us to capture the Rufous Hornero at a similar rate than the conventional passive netting protocol used in rural areas. Nevertheless, (i) it is a targeted and active capture method likely feasible for capturing other territorial ground-forager species used to humans and even in small and paved urban areas with pedestrian and car traffic; (ii) it is of quick assembling (~ 2 min); (iii) it allows mobility to researchers; (iv) it is suitable to urban environments; and (v) it is especially valuable when researchers desire to avoid likely negative perceptions of citizens that may witness their bird capturing activities (e.g., Daily Mail, 2012; Shalders, 2018).

Training field assistants for running the RUM protocol revealed to be quick and easy, thus an additional positive aspect of this protocol. The main effort in this aspect was to synchronize the raising movement of both operators at the exact time when the bird reached the point-of-no-return. Moreover, and despite beyond this study’s goals, we unintentionally recaptured one Rufous Hornero individual, suggesting that RUM may circumvent the usual trap avoidance shown by birds after being captured for the first time (MacArthur & MacArthur, 1974; Løvei et al., 2001). The capture of a Rufous Hornero couple during
the non-breeding period also suggests RUM usefulness throughout the year for capturing this species. In particular, the RUM protocol should aid fostering studies on other ground foragers and/or on territorial species used to human presence that react to playbacks with a directed flight, such as the Great Kiskadee (Pitangus sulphuratus), the Fork-tailed Flycatcher (Tyrannus savana) and the Southern Lapwing (Vanellus chilensis).

By running the RUM protocol, we were captured and marked as much Rufous Hornero individuals as needed for developing an ongoing individual-based study on its territoriality. Thus, our focus lied on marking the study area in order to test the RUM protocol as all are subject to natural response variations by birds and even within species. By adding the RUM protocol to the field ornithologists’ toolbox, we expect aiding further studies on the many understudied neotropical species that actively avoid the traditional mist-netting protocols and for which we still lack individual-level behavioral data, especially in urban areas.
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